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�TODAY’S THEMES AND TOPICS

� MANAGING BIG OLD TREES PROFESSIONALLY

� DETECTIVE DENDRO AND FRIENDS; OHIO CHAMP

� SIMPLE SPECIFICATIONS—REGENERATING A PUBLIC TREE

� RECENT AND ONGOING RESEARCH—DOCUMENTING THE OBVIOUS



Old ISA Seal 

• Science
• Research
• *Preservation*

Member since 1970’s, BCMA since 2004.  9/11/2001 out of ICU, Burning Planes in Burning Buildings.  
USA--and ISA?-- Fear-Driven.  Defect-based Tree Risk Assessment is defensive, lacks objectivity.

Make Arboriculture Great Again—Preserve Trees!  





This 2007 article proposed a balanced view toward assessing tree 
strengths as well as weaknesses, assets as well as liabilities, 
contributions along with targets.  The tree is the owner’s property, 
and it has value.  The tree  is the first target to consider!
Ignoring tangible positives while focusing on perceived defects is 
not tree structure evaluation.  It is tree structure devaluation. 
Look first at how tree stand up, and second how trees fall down.



Time Frame:  1 year?  100 years?

The TRAQ form is also called “Basic Tree 
Risk Assessment.”  It’s somewhat similar to 
the old form that was in print 1994 but there 
are some good additions. 

In only three places the user is oriented to 
look at the trees response growth, 
something that's holding the tree up, in 
response to loading.

Staying within this timeframe throughout the 
assessment process avoids ‘erring on the side of 
safety’.  Those intentional mistakes can get 
compounded, and lead conclusions astray.

‘Improbable’ is very often true, but seldom chosen.  
After all, ‘Anything is ‘Possible’.  Users who are wary 
of semantics will NOT skew opinions to the negative.
. 



4 Mitigation Options:  Actions to lessen risk:
Pruning: 1-3 meter  crown reduction
Support:  Add 2 cables to lessen pruning 
Soil Modification: Aerate and Amend
Pest Management: Treat infections

Research, practice, and 
experience mitigate the 
inflated perception of tree risk
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“Defect:  an imperfection, 
weakness, or lack of something 
necessary.  In trees, defects are 
injuries, growth patterns, decay, or 
other conditions that (“may” 
added in 2015) reduce the tree’s 
structural strength.”  
We guess much more than we 
know about what decreases tree 
strength.  How good is our 
guessing????  
We know what increases tree 

strength.  This  matters most.  

Give trees a chance, to express 
their ability to respond, and adapt.



“83.3.4 INSPECTION SHOULD INCLUDE…:

CONDITIONS IN THE CROWN THAT MAY REFLECT ROOT CONDITIONS;

STEM TISSUE CONNECTING THE CROWN AND THE ROOTS;

GIRDLING OF BUTTRESS ROOTS OR STEMS BY ROOTS OR FOREIGN OBJECTS,
AND THE TREE’S RESPONSE;

TREE ASSOCIATION WITH BENEFICIAL AND HARMFUL INSECTS;

TREE ASSOCIATION WITH PATHOGENIC AND BENEFICIAL MICROORGANISMS 
(E.G. MYCORRHIZAE);

WOUNDS, AND THE TREE’S RESPONSE TO WOUNDS;

MECHANICAL DAMAGE TO DETECTABLE ROOTS, AND RESPONSE;

INDICATIONS OF ROOT DISEASE AND, RESPONSE AND

GRAFT UNIONS IN GRAFTED TREES;”

MULCH, SOIL AND FOREIGN MATERIAL SHOULD BE REMOVED TO ALLOW 
INSPECTION.

BARK TRACING OF WOUNDS SHALL REMOVE ONLY DEAD, LOOSE, FOREIGN 
AND DAMAGED TISSUE.

EVALUATE DECAY, CALLUS AND WOUNDWOOD GROWTH, AND RESPONSE 
GROWTH IN TRUNK AND CROWN.”



The first two images above are a before-and-after on a willow oak, Quercus phellos.  The green branch broke, leaving a portion 
with no leaves or twigs remaining.  I left a “stub” that violated the “1/3 Rule” .  Heeding that dogma would have put the total 
crown loss over the “50% Rule”, and condemned 100’s of trees to the woodpile.   Rules ARE too absolute for Mother Nature!

2002



This branch was 
reduced to a node 
after an ice storm in 
2002.  10” diameter at 
the base and ~10’ 
long, this ‘stub’ had no 
lateral branches, 
twigs, or leaves.

2003  Not a sign of life.

2004 Sprouts grew

2010 New lateral 
branches were filling 
in the hole in the 
crown.  The terminal 
wound is closing well.

EPICORMIC = WEAK?



2002  This branch was broken by ice,
and reduced back to buds at the first 
growth point, ‘node’, behind the break.   

These upright laterals sprouted after the 
storm, and helped compartmentalize 
that  sapwood rot (sunscald is common 
on beech after sudden exposure).

2012 I climbed the tree.  This was an easy 
shot with a throwline, and passed the 
‘bounce test’.  

After ascending, it occurred to me that 
the limb I was hanging  100 kg on was a 
10-year old sprout. Doh!

I wasted no time tying into another 
branch.





After reduction:  Reiteration!  The sprouts form at nodes, growth points 
where terminal buds were set and axillary buds formed, and lay 
dormant. The distal ‘stub’ is left to avoid drying and dysfunction of the 
new terminal. With this new growth underway, removing the 2 
downright laterals maintains health and further reduces load and risk. 



On the beech,  I just cut back to a node where it looked like there would be good compartmentalization and good regrowth. 
The tree to the right had 70%+ crown loss.  The central leader was reduced to a very small lateral in 2002.

2003



Same tree in 2008.  
The 15 cm cut on 
the central leader 
totally closed in <6 
years. 

With restoration 
we choose ~1/3 of 
these sprouts to 
dominate, reduce 
1/3,  remove  1/3.   

A 5-10 year pruning 
cycle works for 
regular 
maintenance on 
these mature 
willow oaks.    

2010



Germany ZTV Baumpflege, 3.1.9:  Focus on 
{growth} habit and physiological requirements.

3.1.9.1, Regenerative Pruning:  Trees showing 
significant signs of aging in the outer parts of 
the crown and the development of a secondary 
crown are to be cut back as far as necessary 
(crown reduction).  

3.1.9.2:  Crown part reduction:  Individual 
branches are to be reduced in accordance with 
safety requirements and/or the surrounding 
tree environment.
If necessary, areas (above) surrounding the 

sections that have been reduced may require 
thinning (removing downright laterals) to 
establish symmetry {via light penetration to 
interior buds}.”



Germany ZTV Baumpflege
3.1.9.3:  Crown reduction:  The entire crown is to be 
reduced in height and/or spread, for safety or site 
needs.  
The extent of crown reduction is specifically 
dependent on the species and growth habit, and 
shall be <20%....

Vigorous sprouts must be thinned and/or reduced.
Cuts must be made above the old pruning wounds, 
avoiding damage to woundwood.  As a rule, repeat 
every 3-5 years.

Form a secondary (reiterative) crown over time.”  
Regenerating a new crown by regenerative pruning:  
a more positive and  accurate term than 
‘retrenchment pruning.’



What does the ISA BMP on Tree Risk 
Assessment say about retrenchment? 
“Tree risk assessors should resist the ultimate 
security of risk elimination based on tree 
removal and consider possibilities for 
retaining trees when practicable…

Over-mature trees in natural settings may 
reconfigure as they age and deteriorate, a 
process sometimes called ‘natural 
retrenchment’. 

They may continue to grow trunk diameter 
while branches die and fail—reducing overall 
height of the tree and increasing stability. 
Where tree risk is a concern, tree risk 
assessors can imitate this process by 
recommending crown reduction.”(page 43) 



TAICHUNG , TAIWAN PRUNING STANDARD  
Pruning only.  Free download (Mandarin)  Many illustrations, including regenration



Smaller 
laterals grow 
more  than 
larger 
laterals after 
reduction 
pruning

Sharon’s wish came true!  Many studies 
have affirmed the effectiveness of 
specified reduction pruning.





Dr. Ed Gilman, University of Florida:

“In Sweden, 600 to 800 year old trees 
have been reduced for hundreds of 
years. 

4 or 5 foot trunks-some even larger -
with 4 inches shell wall.

We remove too many trees 
and prune too few!“ 



1989: Drilled 
~2’ above 
grade, 4.5” 
sapwood 
measured

1997:  Drilled 
~2’ above 
grade, 4.5” 
sapwood 
measured.

2006:  Wye 
Oak breaks 
~2’’ above 
grade.  
Coincident?

This is our former national champion Wye Oak..  How did rigid cabling affect biodynamics?  

Drillers disclaimed:  “Even if these 
rings were counted, to prorate this 
very small sample across the 
diameter of the tree (112" @ dbh) 
would provide very unreliable results-
a 'guesstimate' at best.“  
So:  Was invasive drilling justified?

MD DNR:  ~2+ 
miles of steel 
cabling.
No reduction 
pruning.





JUNE 2014 EPISODE ON PRUNING A HOLLOW TREE



Case Study 5, OH state 
champ Quercus rubra
Northern red oak
1 Assignment
Previous inspections 
showed that the oak 
has internal decay. The 
extent had to be 
assessed to evaluate
both current safety 
and the future of this 
exceptional tree,
using stress-wave 
(‘sonic’) tomography 
(ARBOTOM®), root 
diagnostics 
(ARBORADIXTM) and
resistance drilling.



Vista shot to NW.
Owners Love Vistas!

Acorn crop heavy; 
how will 
retrenchment 
redistribute fruit 
loading?

Vigor at interior 
nodes = locations 
for pruning cuts.





Spec:  Cuts 1”-2”, reduce tips 3’-9’, back to active growth points. 
Remove <9% total # buds.  Retain apex and crown spread points.

The dark area suggests what the ultimate crown size might 
be, in what I considered to be a worst-case sort of scenario.



Dr. Gilman recommended a trip to Sweden, to meet with Daniel Daggfeldt.  Hmmm…initials DD, like 
Detective Dendro…Why not?  May 2014 I went to Lynkoping, Sweden, to participate in the Veteran Tree 
Initiative’s”Train the Trainer” sessions.  I asked the first fellow I met there where I might find Daniel Daggfeldt.  
His name:  Daniel Daggfeldt!  He gave me a ride back to Stockholm and allowed me to tag along with his 
crews working at the Royal Botanic Garden.  Here’s one of their vehicles.





















As in Arborist News, 
December 2013



ROOT DAMAGE

• Green circles – Post oak 
• Dotted line protection fence
• Red lines - trench location
• Unnecessary 500 square feet 

rootzone damaged
• Did the fence prevent the 

trencher from going along 
the pavement?



OVERVERMULCHING = STERILITY                       RESPONSE 
GROWTH





Specifications written as 
part of the assessment.  
There is no better time for 
this vital service.  The 
owner cannot understand 
mitigation options unless 
they are spelled out.

Town arborist wanted 
more than 6’ off.  This was 
granted, on a few limbs.  
Town arborist also voiced 
concern that all cuts be 
made at optimal locations.

Explanation:  cuts cannot 
all be optimally located 
due to difficult access, and 
inherent imprecision of 
tool (pole saw).  However, 
cuts will expose minimal 
heartwood, so precise 
location is less crucial.









RECENT AND 
ONGOING 
RESEARCH:  
BIOMECHANICS 
WEEK 2010—2013—
2016… 

JOIN US IN 2019!

November 2016 
issue of Tree Care 
Industry magazine

www.tcia.org

http://www.tcia.org/


Cross-pollination of ideas was 
“the original intent of 
Biomechanics Week, even before 
the research”, recalled Ward 
Peterson. 

“Getting researchers and 
practitioners working together 
helps them all get a broader view 
of their potential connections 
and contributions to the industry.

Culturing a climate of creativity 
and mutual understanding is 
breeding fresh approaches to the 
research and practice of tree 
care.”

JOIN US IN 2022!



Aussie Cassian Humphreys on the left, 
Ryan Redvers, who drew a thesis on a T-shirt, in 
the middle.

I was glad to work with someone who sweats 
more than I do!

Ryan is presenting at ISA International August 
8.  Reduction and retrenchment pruning are also 
in the main Program, but we will be in a 
breakout session called 
‘Restoration and Heritage Tree Pruning’.  

Most of the trees we are called to care for are 
mature, so reduction pruning is common 
practice.



The stick goes through the base of 
this boxelder, and out the other side

The sinus to the south is also open.

Woundwood is developing at 
all of the margins of the 
cavity.

Maintaining screen and air 
quality and wildlife values 
are among the objectives.



Case Study 6:

Acer negundo in 
Ontario, Canada

Pruning at the same 
nodes, like pollarding. 
Small cuts made 
“after sprouting 
slows”, when the 
replacements are 
established.

The crown is reduced 
due to the loss of 
strength at the base.



AUSTRALIAN UTILITIES REGENERATE HOLLOW TREES

Before After

Here is a before-
and-after of a 
eucalyptus tree 
that is very hollow 
at its base.  
Energex is a utility 
contractor that 
preserves hollow 
trees for their 
wildlife and other 
values.  The 2011 
presentation  by 
Matt Palmer Is 
viewable on the ISA 
website.



▪ Located between a 
school and electric 
transmission lines, this 
eucalyptus is getting 
carefully specified 
attention.



HistoricTreeCare.com 2012



This ‘After’ shot shows thinning done to tallest 
leader.  Specifications for aggressive pruning 
mitigate an unknown amount of root damage 
under the sidewalk.

A summer storm packing 70 mph winds did 
not damage the tree.

City executives are comfortable with current 
condition and prognosis.   (Arborists are not 
comfortable with root damage, but  manage 
conditions in the best ways possible!)



Aerial assessment confirms  durability of Maclura wood.  The 
‘stub’ from the city’s pruning job is left alone for now, to 
avoid drying and decay of the stem.  The sprouting will be 
monitored during the next inspection.
Tour des Trees riders give the tree encouragement.
“Grow, Tree, Grow!”


